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NEW QUESTION: 1
The following SAS program is submitted:
proc report data = work.houses nowd;
column style price;
where price < 100000;
< insert DEFINE statements here>
title;
run;
Click the Exhibit button to view the output from the REPORT procedure.
Assume permanent variable labels have been assigned. Which one of the following completes
the program and produces the output displayed in the exhibit?
A. define style / group width = 9;
define price / sum format = comma9. width = 10;
B. define style / display width = 9;
define price / sum format = comma9. width = 10;
C. define style / width = 9;
define price / sum format = comma9. width = 10;
D. define style / order width = 9;
define price / sum format = comma9. width = 10;
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
An Aruba controller can be accessed with which CLI based remote access methods?
(Choose two)
A. Telnet
B. SCP
C. RSH
D. SFTP
E. SSH
Answer: A,E

NEW QUESTION: 3
SIMULATION
Create a RuntimeClass named untrusted using the prepared runtime handler named runsc.
Create a Pods of image alpine:3.13.2 in the Namespace default to run on the gVisor runtime
class.
Verify: Exec the pods and run the dmesg, you will see output like this:A. Send us your feedback on it.
Answer: A
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